
 

 

 

Yom Kippur: Mature Love 

Friends, 

Yom Kippur is a day of love. Not of falling in love - definitely not - but of simple, mature, deep 
love. 

There is a tremendous difference between falling in love and “everyday” love. This is most 
noticeable regarding love between people, but it is also true of a person and a new place of 
work, a new home, and even a new ideology (like the fanaticism of a newly-religious person 
compared to the sometimes-dreary habits of someone “frum-from-birth”). What all types of 
falling in love have in common is their new-ness. 

Love and falling in love are entirely different. Lets face it, there is nothing like the latter. The 
Creator should have received the Nobel prize for this brilliant invention. I know this may 
sound banal, but it has to be said: when falling in love, the world is perfect. All complexities 
disappear, stains melt, and reality becomes flat and wonderful. Nothing is comparable to the 
excitement it causes. Body and soul vibrate in a unique way. It is easy to identify a person in 
love…. 

This is not the case for love...simply loving. Tension, stains, and dirt resurface against the 
pristine background. Which will dominate our attention and our heart - the stains or the 
background? All of the complexities of the soul reappear in all their glory. Hills and valleys, 
and sometimes parched riverbeds as well. 

This is actually the story of Yom Kippur. Yom Kippur is a story of love. With stains, 
complexities, hills, valleys, and parched riverbeds. 

Shavu’ot, by contrast, is the story of falling in love. 

Both  holidays - Yom Kippur and Shavu’ot - have something important in common: both are 
holidays in which the Torah is received. On Yom Kippur the second set of tablets, and on 
Shavu’ot the first set. Shavu’ot is the receipt of Torah through falling in love, and Yom Kippur 
is the receipt of the Torah OF love. 

Here is a brief reminder: On Shavu’ot the Ten Commandments were given verbally, at Mount 
Sinai, accompanied by fireworks, lightning, thunder, sparks, and shofar blasts. 



Immediately after that, Moshe - as a person in love - scaled the mountain quickly, into the 
joyful cloud, in order to receive the Tablets with love. He did not eat or drink for forty days 
and nights. It was a perfect unity between lovers. Who is ever hungry when in love? The 
result was the first set of tablets, shaped like a heart, written by God’s hand. Because when 
in love, the writing is always divine, and even the Tablets themselves feel light and bearable. 

But meanwhile, down below, the cracks began to appear. The first argument. The first 
betrayal.  

It happened on the 17th of Tammuz. Moshe came down from the mountain with a light step, 
with the Tablets in his hands. When he saw the Golden Calf  from a distance, his heart 
became heavy. Moshe threw down the stone tablets - either from anger or perhaps because 
the magic of falling in love suddenly evaporated, and the true weight of the tablets suddenly 
revealed itself. The Divine words flew into the air and disappeared. What was left were only 
the shards of the broken tablets, which were collected and placed in the Ark of the 
Covenant, in memory of a great love that once was. 

After a long process, which included quite a bit of physical and verbal violence, and a lot of 
soul searching and difficult conversations, Moshe returns to the mountain, this time without 
the fan-fair and without the welcoming cloud. The people removed their jewelry, and the 
tension in the air was high. Will they be forgiven? Harsh accusations were made on the 
mountain, and Moshe labored to conduct an honorable negotiation. He demanded 
reconciliation and received it, but things never returned to the way they were before.  

Forty days later he descends from the mountain holding the second set of Tablets written by 
his own human hand. The tablets and the letters were the work of flesh and blood. 

The day on which Moshe descended for the second time was Yom Kippur, according to the 
Talmudic description (Talmud Bavli, Ta’anit, 30:B).  

And these are the only tablets we have. The falling in love of Shavu’ot, when spring, love 
and intense chessed are in the air, is over, together with the magic, the sense of wellbeing, 
the blast of horns, and the heavenly writing. What is left is the Ark of the Covenant with the 
heavy stones of love, and the broken pieces of the first Tablet, as a reminder... 

The love of Yom Kippur is one of forgiveness and pardon. It is complex. It contains suffering, 
commitment, ups, and downs. It has within it do’s and don’ts. It has threats and it has 
promises. 

The love of Yom Kippur is a human love, and it is deep. 

And mostly, it is a mature and beautiful love, like in Leah Goldberg’s poem, “Unto me” 
(loosely and unofficially translated here): 
 
The years embellished my face 
In the memory of love 
And placed light silver threads on my head, 
How very beautiful I have become.  



 
In my eyes, 
The views. 
The ways I travelled 
The steps I have paved - 
Fatigued, and beautiful. 

 
I used to prefer the love of Shavu’ot. I liked being in love. I liked the definitiveness, the black 
and white. But the years have embellished my face and added threads of silver to my head. 
And the paths have been paved by my footsteps, fatigued and beautiful. Today I love the 
love of Yom Kippur no less (and perhaps even more…). 
 
I love human-ness. I love the mistakes people make. I love the regret. The desire for 
forgiveness. The pardon. 
 
I love the depth that comes with ups and downs. And the totality and definiteness I like a lot 
less.  
 
Yom Kippur used to be a hard day for me. Harsh. Unpleasant. I observed it because it 
needed to be observed. With time this day has softened. Or rather, I have softened. Today I 
love it. I love its humanity. 
 
This evening, Moshe will come down from Mount Sinai, again, old, mature, somewhat tired, 
carrying the weight of the heavy stone Tablets  We will walk carefully towards him. We will 
help him unpack the heavy burden he’s carrying. We will look into his mature eyes and we 
will know: we have been forgiven. 
 
How wonderful. 
 
G’mar Chatimah Tova, 
 
Elisha 


